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TROUBLE SHOOTING

ERROR CODE POSSIBLE REASONS SOLUTIONS

E1 Voltage too low Power on after power supply is 
back to normal

E2 Voltage too high Power on after power supply is 
back to normal

E3 Cooling fan overheat Wait till it cools down before 
powering on again

E4 Cooling fan short circuited Contact service center

E5 Temperature sensor failure Contact service center

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL NO. CCC-E2200

RATED VOLTAGE / FREQUENCY 220-240V~ 50Hz

RATED WATTAGE 2200W

TIMER 4 Hours
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WARNING
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Use only high-temperature-resistant cookware for cooking.

2. Do not operate the unit in places where children can easily come into contact with the 
unit. NEVER allow children to operate the unit by themselves.

CAUTION: HOB IS EXTREMELY HOT DURING USE.

3. Never leave the appliance unattended when in use. Boilover causes smoking and greasy
spillovers that may ignite. 

4. Do not place a sheet of paper / silver paper between the pot/ pan and the unit. The paper
may get burnt.

5. Do not place objects onto the plate after heating until the plate cools down as non-heat-
resistant objects may burn or melt easily.

6. Do not touch the plate until (           ) warning indicator shuts down. The flashing (           )
warning indicator indicates that the plate’s heating zone temperature is too hot to touch.
Once temperature cools down to safe degree, (           ) warning indicator will get exit 
automatically. 

7. Do not power off until the (           ) warning indicator exits to prevent any accidents or 
injuries. 

CAUTION

1. Do not handle power plug with wet hands.

2. Do not plug into a power outlet where several other appliances are also plugged in.

3. Do not plug into a power outlet where the Ampere load is less than 10A.

4. Do not use if the power cord is damaged or the power plug does not fit the socket 
properly and safely.

5. Do not cook on a broken or cracked cooktop. If the cooktop surface should break or 
crack, switch the unit off immediately at the power outlet and contact a qualified 
technician. 

6. Do not modify the parts, or repair the unit by yourself.

7. Do not use the unit near flame or wet places.

8. Do not place the unit on unstable surfaces.

9. Do not move the unit when the pot or the pan is on it.

10. Do not heat the pot empty or overheat the pot.

11. Use the unit with sufficient space around it. For optimal and safe operation, the unit 
must be placed at least 10cm away from the wall. Keep the front side and either right
or left side of the unit clear of obstructions.

12. Do not use the unit on carpet or tablecloth (vinyl) or any other low-heat-resistant 
articles.

1. Place heat-resistant cooking utensils on the center of the heating zone.

2. Insert the power plug into a 220-240V ~ 50Hz and the hob will sound & the LED 
screen will display and keep flashing “- - - -”.

3. ON/OFF: push the knob and hold for 3 seconds to switch on the hob, the LED screen 
will display “ON”. During operation, pushing and holding the knob on for 3 seconds will
switch off the hob.

4. FUNCTION SELECTION: Slightly turn the knob after powering on and the hob will 
activate at its default startup function: Hot Pot. The LED screen will display 1800W. 
Turn the knob to select any one of its different functions, such as Power, Temperature or
AUTO (For Boil, Milk, Soup, Stew). Once a function has been selected, the hob will 
activate the selected function after 3 seconds. Power or temperature can be adjusted by
turning the knob, i.e, for Hot Pot or Fry.

5. TIMER: Push the knob once during operation. The LED screen will display “0:00”. Turn 
the knob to adjust countdown time (Turning clockwise will increase countdown time by
5 minutes. Turning anti-clockwise will decrease countdown time by 1 minute). Once 
timer has been selected, countdown mode will be activated after 3 seconds. 

NOTE: Timer function only works for manual functions, such as Hot Pot, Fry.

6. BOOST: Pushing the knob twice during operation will boost the hob’s power instantly. 

NOTE: • Power can be boosted to 1800W, if selected power is < 1000W. 
• Power can be boosted to 2200W, if selected power is > 1000W. 
• Boost function only works under manual functions, such as Hot Pot or Fry. The
hob will be boosted to 600� maximum for FRY function.

7. MEMORY: Touching the memory function during operation will pause operation. To 
resume, operation, touch the memory button again.

8. CHILD LOCK: Touching the Child Lock button for 3 seconds will lock the hob’s 
operation. To cancel, touch the same button for 3 seconds again.

9. RESIDUAL HEAT INDICATOR: During and after cooking, if   indicator still flashing, it 
reminds users that the heating zone temperature is still too hot to touch. Once 
temperature cools down to safe degree, the indicator get extinguished automatically.

IMPORTANT
1. Overheating Protection:

The hob is equipped with overheating protection. If the pot or pan gets too hot, the unit
will switch off automatically and an alarm will sound. Should this happen, wait for a few
minutes and allow the hob cool down. The hob will resume operation normally.

2. CAUTION: HOB IS EXTREMELY HOT DURING USE.
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CAUTION

13. Do not block the air intake or exhaust vent.

14. Do not touch the top plate right after removing the pot or the pan, as the

top plate will still be very hot.

15. Do not operate the unit with a broken or damaged power cord. Have it inspected or 
repaired by a qualified technician or contact the manufacturer.

16. Failure to follow this advice may result in electrical shock or death.

CARE & MAINTENANCE 

1. Switch the unit off at the power outlet before cleaning or maintenance 

2. Allow the unit to cool down completely before cleaning.

3. To remove dirt, use only mild cleansing detergent.

4. After removing leftover dirt, use a clean and damp cloth to clean the unit.

5. Do not immerse the unit under running water to prevent malfunctions.

6. Ensure that the ceramic cookware is clean before cooking, otherwise dirt and grime may
be difficult to clean and the cookware may be discolored. 

7. Use a vacuum cleaner or cotton buds to clean the air inlet. To remove stubborn stains,
add a bit of mild cleanser on a toothbrush to clean. After that, use a soft moist cloth to
wipe it until no stain remains

8. Do not use abrasive or caustic cleansing agentes to the unit as they may damage the 
cooker by chemical reaction.

9. Do not use benzine, thinner, harsh scrubbing brush or polishing powder to clean the 
induction cooker to prevent damage to the exterior finishing.
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ABOUT CERAMIC HOBS

1. The ceramic hob is a new & revolutionary product which adopts the latest ceramic heat
insulation technology. It is a safe, advanced, efficient, and economical cooking 
technology

2. Upon powering on, electricity courses through the heating ripple wires to generate
infrared rays which is then transmitted to the heat-resistant microcrystal plate, releasing
heat to heat food directly.

3. Using ceramic heat insulation technology, heat will be concentrated at the central hob, 
effectively preventing energy (heat) wastage while ensuring the highest heat efficiency.

READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTION CAREFULLY BEFORE USE.

Thank you for purchasing a quality Cornell infrared ceramic cooker. Please read this
instruction manual carefully before using and save it for your future reference.
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